MANIFESTO

I, Ayush Raj (170020054), contesting for the post of Cultural Councillor for Hostel-2 for the year 2019-20, propose to do the following if elected:-

INITIATIVES

- Will install plant pots in the corridor for promoting greenery in the hostel
- Will organise 2-3 jamming sessions of dance and music per semester in the hostel to give a chance to the people who want to try it
- Organize a book donation drive for collection of books mainly from passing out hostelites for the hostel library
- Will make a short movie clip for long prep GCs like Gyrations, Goonj, MDGC, MVGC to attract people

CULTURAL GC’s

- Will ensure that there is a participation in every GC as every GC is important
- Will make a timeline in well advance so that there is sufficient time for the rehearsals
- Will ensure theme meets for GC’s are held on time and auditions are carried out without any deal with proper publicity so that sufficient time is left for practice
- Will ensure proper work allocation of the council members for the preparation of GC’s to distribute the workload equally
- Will ensure publicity posters are put up on time as soon as the Institute Cultural Secretaries announce the GC’s
- Timely results of GC events shall be published on forums
- Will make sure the database of the hostel is well prepared in advance for maximum participation of hostelites in GC’s

Hostel Events

- Will ensure that all the important festivals like Independence Day, Republic Day, Holi, Diwali, Ganesh Chaturthi, Janmashtami, Lohri are celebrated with full enthusiasm
- Will organize workshops like video editing, camera-handling and basic Photoshop to encourage good participation in GCs and to improve hostel culture
- Organise Hostel Fest with proper planning and structure and a proper team
- Will ensure more participation in H2's Got Talent
- Organize events like poker night, Movie nights on Lukkha Weekend and on a long weekend
AS A COUNCIL MEMBER

- Will ensure the cultural secretaries are working efficiently by timely conducting council meets and proper work allocation
- Make sure to maintain the transparency by keeping the hostel well informed of Cultural Community decision on hostel forum
- Will ensure participation of cultural secretaries in other hostel GCs and extend full support to hostel council

MISCELLANEOUS

- Organize Sophie orientation session for new entrants of the hostel
- Maintain an organized collection of photos and videos of hostel cultural activities and GCs
- Ensure timely design, publicity and order of Hostel T-shirt by the Cultural secretaries
- I will ensure Co-ordination among secretaries and will conduct regular meetings to have a proper bonding in my secretaries

PERFORMING ARTS FESTIVAL (PAF)

- Would extend cultural council and my full support and coordination to the PAF team to ensure smooth organization of PAF
- Ensure that the PAF OCs are decided in time

HOSTEL EQUIPMENT

- Will ensure regular updating of photos on the notice board in the Lounge with pictures from recent cultural activities in the hostel as well as GCs
- Buy new books for hostel library and will keep updated the hostel inmates of the same through forums
- Will ensure the proper servicing of all the instruments in the music room
- Initiate a proper issuing system for all hostel resources
- Will buy a battery and a battery charger for the camera

CREDENTIALS

- Hostel Social Secretary, H2 for 2018-19
- Helped in MDGC which secured 1st position
- Helped in Prod and FA in the PAF “KUTTAY” which secured the 1st position with 10/11 awards
- Asst. finance and operations manager at IIT Bombay Racing for 2018-19